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ABSTRACT
Sixteen white home-reared babies (eight boys - eight

girls) ranging in age from six months to two years were studied
during home visits. Piaget's sensory-motor development theory of
imitation was employed, and his special thesis of the hierarchical
sequence was tested. The examiner proposed four critieria for

assessing the development of imitation during this period; (1)

accuracy of the imitation, (2) speed at whi imitations are
acquired, (3) complexity of imitation infant is capable of acquiring,
and (4) novelty of the imitation. Findings conformed to the Guttman
quasi-simplex correlation matrix, and demonstrated existence of a
developmental sequence. The examiner proposes further investigations
relating imitation during the sensory-motor period to application of
measures of affective development. (Author)
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The present study was designed as a cross-sectional

investigation of imitation in infancy. The study

employed the theoretical framework of l'iaget's sensory-

motor development of imitation, and was designed to test

two hypotheses; 1) that one can reliably observe and

describe characteristic forms of imitation in infancy,

2) that Piaget's description of the development of imita-

tion during the sensory-motor period provides an eusually

detailed and potentially fruitful methoe of descL-ibing

an6, arranging imitative acts within a hierarchicl se-

quence during the stages of infancy postulated within his

general theory.

The study was comprised of sixteen white hcL.2-reared

babies (eight boys and eight girls), ranging in age from

six months, sixteen days to two years, one month and four

days. The experimenter employed home visits and an

unstructured format for testing, both of which will be

discussed in turn.

Testing was scheduled at the mother's suggestion in

order to fit into the daily schedule of the infant. s

concern for the schedule of the infant was to find a time

in which the child was usually active and would be



conducive to testing. Since this was an observational

study wished to make the situation as normal for the

child as possible. Testing the children at home, using

objects they were familiar wlth, playing in surroundings

they were comfortable with, and eliciting the mothers'

participation seemed to E the most likely way to propeily

assess a full and representative sampling of the child's

imitative ability. ioreover, during testing, E made a

point of having only one adult, namely the mother, present.

E felt that in a situation in which a stranger (namely L

was present the mother might feel inhibited by the pres-

ence of another adult. This inhibition might be manifest

in her attention and liveliness as direc-,,ed to the infant

and also in the establishment of her rapport with the

experimenter.

E employed an unstructured testing procedure to

enable him to elicit as full and representative a sam-

pling of the child's imitations as possible. Testing was

organized around the ongoing behavior and interests of

the child. is observations of the child's behavior and

interests were important to his testing because he did

not want to bore the child by repetitive forms of imita-

tion that were too commonplace for the child, nor did he

want to lose that child's interest by imitations that

were too difficult. In essence, testing was performed in
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a play situation as comfortable for the child as possible.

ln general, the findings of this investigation

supborted the hypotheses of the study. The methodology

in this study yielded a wealth of observations that

were sufficiently detailed to allow assessment of the

developmental stage they represented. Furthermore,

kiaget's description of the development of imitation

durin7, the sensory-motor period (in xla, Dreams and Imi-

tation in Childhood) generally provided sufficient infor-

mation to assess the observations of imitation. To aid in

this assessment of the development of imitation the ex-

perimenter proposed four criteria for evaluating the

observations of imitation. These criteria area 1) the

accuracy of the imitation, 2) the speed at which the imi-

tations are acquired accurately (this may be conceived of

as the number of practices the infant must make before he

has acquired an accurate imitation), 3) the complexity of

the imitation the infant is capable of acquiring ( in

operational terms, how many separate actions an accurate

imitation entails), and 4) the novelty of the imitation

(is the behavior required for an accurate imitation al-

d.eady part of the infant's repertoire, is it similar to

existing behavior the infant has demonstrated, or have

the behaviors required not been exhibited by the infant

before this imitation).
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In support of the four general criteria E has

proposed for the assessment of imitation, the following

examples have been compiled and are presented in stage

catep:orized form.

(see "Selected Sequences Demonstrating the
Development of Imitation")

The method E felt applicable to statistically assess

the sequential stages of the development of imitation as

proposed by Piaget was the Guttman quasi-simplex correla-

tion matrix. The data from which this matrix was derived

was the number of observations, categorized into appni-

priate stages, for each infant, and the percentage

profiles derived from these raw scores.

(see Table 1)

l'fith regards to the mai-ix itself,

Table II)

the expectalon is that The :orrelaticn between two types
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of imitation should become more negative as these two

types are increasingly separated in the developmental

hierarchy (i.e. the correlation should become more nega-

tive as one moves away from the diagonal entries either

along the columns or across the rows),

As can be seen, the matrix presented is in general

agreement with our expectation. The result that necess-

itated the qualifications of "general agreement" is the

correlation of stage III and stage VI (-.442) which is a

less neFative correlation than the correlation between

stages III and V and IV and VI (-.542 and -.684, respec-

tively). Aobert Wherry (private communications) attri-

butes this to inadequate sampling procedures. Presumably,

if there had been more infants of age six to eight months

who might display percentage profiles similar to the

percentage profiles of infant 0:6:16, then the correla-

tion might be expected to be more negative and agree

more completely with our expectations.

Owing to the success of this study's hypotheses, the

experimenter proposes further investigations of imitation

during the sensory-motor period with the application of

measures of affective development to assess the correla-

tion between the cognitive and affective realms. It is

Z's proposal that such a correlation between an infant's

level of development of imitation in relation to his
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play and the quality of various aspects of mother-infant

interaction should be positively correlated, Possible

aspects of the mother-infant interaction that may be

studied are (as proposed by flary D. Salter Ainsworth,

Sylvia and Done lda Stayton): 1) acceptance

versus rejection, ?) cooperation versus interference,

3) sensitivity versus insensitivity to tho baby's commu-

nications, and 4).accessibility versus ignoring and

neglecting.
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Selected Secuences Demonstrating the Development

of Imitation

Stage Age

III 0:9:14

IVa 1:9:4

Ill 06:16

IVa 1:0:15

III 1:0:26

V 1:1:20

IVb 019:14

V 1:3:1

IVb 0:9:2

V 1:0;26

IVb 0:9:14

V 1:3:1

IVb 0:9:9

V 1:0:15

lcxample

M (iY,Other) sticks tongue out at (Baby)/ B sticks

tongue out at M (B haa been sticking tongue out on

and off before this observation)
B sticks tongue slightly out and off to one side,

just :like hi fcthor

B coughing/ 0 (Observer) eoughs/ B continues a
forced cough as 0 coughs in unison
B snee.zes and drops her head/ 0 fakes a sneeze and
drops his head/ B smiles and fakes a sneeze and

drops her head - repeated a few more times with
obvious enjoyment cn both B's and O's parts

M goes like an Indian/ I tekes n's hand and pats

B's mouth with it as 2 vocalizes along
M goes like an Indian, patting her mouth and baying
"woo-woo"/ B pats ber mouth and says 'Lwoo-woo"

if spins wheel/ B grabs s,t, wheel b,lt wheel is at

angles to II end r.'s simnle grasp:g will not

. tbu wheel/ 0 e.djusts Busy box so tnat the

of the wheel s directly in front of B/

3-e, is able to spin -vy1;eel by siarls- grasping and
pulling the top of the ,:rheel to herself
0 spins wheel/ B spins wheel

M dials toy phone/ 13 attcmpts to turn dial tut
reaaly onl.zr sur:cot;ds :In pounding dial
0 dials the ts-Aepbcne 17Lth one finger extended/ II

extends one finr and toulhes the dial but does

not succeed in turning it

0 depresses h-_ng,F.d clip on cll.pboard/ 13 places

whole 'band on clip 3nd r;.:,-asps it; later on, 13

places one finger on und of clip but does not press

do-wn or mo,re c1ii be,k and forth
0 :snaps his hingea clip of his clipboard and also

moves clip back ?rid fo2h, all done Irlh one finger/

Es extends one finger end moves clip back and forth
end attem2ts to -nress it down

0 turns hour glass over repeatedly, lel-,ting sand

run out each timV B scams (-mite fascinated, but
when sand runs out B will only knock hour glass on

its side
0 turas hour glass upside down a few times, allay-
ing the sand to run through each time/ 13 watches
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Stage Age w-pro-11,

vith interest, thn taXes the hour glass from 0 and

runs the sand through hcrself a few times

IVb 1:0:26 M hides her face from :c3 and then uncovers her face/

vhen Muncovers her face, 13 acts surprised and

delighted
1:3:19 h covers her eyes, then uncovers her eyes/ B covers

his eyes and uncovers his eyes
0 covers his face vjth a, cloth and then 'Ancvnrs
it/ while 0 holds or.t th.e sheet for D, 3 ni)ts his

face to it and then pulls away in a game of

peek-a-boo

0 ste.oks blocks/ B does not carefully stack blocks

but does sla-e them carelessly upon each other

0 places one block uron another/ 3 does likewise

but does not pls.ce the blocks as squarely on another

as 0 had
B contires playing v:1.th his blocks and builds
another fora, spontaneously - a yellow-base with
five rectangular blocks lined up in a rcv, touching

each other, on top of it/ 14 exclaims witb surprise
tlaat this vas eysctly the same r.r.sangement of

blocks he had b7.1ilt 3k,st nig71t, and that D had

net cto3v, this right

0 and then S (Sibling) drop a 1:40am-1-brio shape

(circle) throur:h its prwer hole/ when given the

slis3Te ond offered the p,?oper 1.1c,le to 111ace it in,

first just touc'n_es the ayea with the shape and

dr,-_,ps the circle, -!then E nakes a slight atteuipt to

adjust th.e circle tho hole but does not succeed

n vlll place Droper geoct;:ic shspes into their

proper holes When M hr; im't chosen tlaat hole

13 can recognize ffecmetrie shapes and will drop them

thrcugh the pro-pe..!: goonetric holes

VI 1:9!4

:A:Vb 0:9:0

1:1:20

VI 2:1:4

IVb 1:0:26

V 1:3:23

VI 1:9:4
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Table

Raw Scores and PercentaP Prof:L1es _)f Observations

of Imitation for Each infan4; Categorized
into Appropriate Stages
(Rau Scores/Percentages)

Age

0:6:16
0:9:0
0:9:2
0:9:14
1:07
1:0:15
1:0:26
1:1:20
1:2:21
1:3:1
1:3:19
71:323
1:5:7
1:7:21
1:9:4
2:1:4

Stage III Stac;e IV Stage V Stage VI

7/70
3/13.7
7/35.0
3/17.6
1/5.0
2/5.8
3/13.0
4/12.1

3/13.3
1/5.2
1/4.5

3/30
13/31.3
13/65.0
12/70.6
6/30.0
15/42.3
12/52.2
9/27.3

11,P9.3
7/31.8

1-D(r o)/ c-) o j
7/31.8
3/10.0
2/9.5
3/23.0
2/9.0

2/11.3
13/65.0
13/51.4
8/34.3
20/60.6
14/53.3
12/54.6
13/6G.4
3/36.3
10/33.3
0/42 8,, -
5/21.7
2/9.0

1/3,8

6/27.2
17/56.6
10/47/6
15/65.2
a8/81.8
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Table II

Eatrix of Intercorrelations ISetween Four Stages

In Piaget's Sensory-Motor Development
of Imitation

III IV V VI

IV .347

V -.542

VI

-.369

-.442 -.684 -.219


